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General Information and Voting Rules

Thursday, November 13th
4:30p – 7:00p
Imperial Ballroom
When we asked participants of past Guild events what they want to see more
of at our future events, the top answers are always: “More examples of good
e-Learning design and development!” and “Lots and lots of e-Learning examples!”
e-Learning DemoFest is your chance to see dozens of Demos!
This is your opportunity to check-out lots of demonstrations of different types of e-Learning, to talk to the designers and
developers of the programs about their choices and challenges, and to enjoy an afternoon of fun and collegial sharing as
you expand your e-Learning development and design horizons. You can also enjoy a drink and hors d’oeuvres while you
check-out the demonstrated programs.
This year’s entries are described in the following pages so that you can plan which program demos you would like to see.
Use the map in this Guide to find the entries you are interested in viewing. Each entry listing includes the following
information:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Program: Name of program being demonstrated
Presenter: The name of the person demonstrating the program
Title: The job title of the demonstrator
Company: The company that the demonstrator works for
Description: Brief description of the program scope
Why was this project needed?: A description of why was it built.
Authoring Tools: The authoring tools or systems were used to create this project.
Number of Students: How many "students" have taken or will take this program/project.
Time to Complete: How long it took to complete the project.
Problems & Challenges: The problems or challenges that were overcome while creating this project.
Lessons Learned: The valuable insights, lessons learned, or results that were discovered when working on this
program.

Don’t forget to VOTE!
As you enter DemoFest, you will be given a ballot that you will need to fill out and deposit by the end of DemoFest into a
ballot box. Please don’t forget to vote so we can recognize the best of DemoFest!
You will be able to vote for ONE submission for each of these six categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Best program by an e-Learning product/service provider
Best program by a Non e-Learning product/service provider
Best Blended Learning program
Best program using New Technologies
Best Asynchronous Learning program
Best Synchronous Learning program

ALL DemoFest programs are also eligible to win Best of Show no matter who created the program or what type of
technology was used. Fill in the box at the bottom of the form with the number of the program you believe is the best
example being shown during DemoFest.
e-Learning DemoFest is sponsored by…
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Table No.

1
Presenter:
Title:
Company:

Law Enforcement
Response to Terrorism

Steve Lee
Strategic Relationship Manager/
Co-Founder
Allen Interactions Inc.

Description – Today there is a tremendous need to raise awareness
of terrorism issues, and provide law enforcement officers and
dispatchers with specific strategies to recognize, report, respond and
prevent terrorism attacks. This increased focus on prevention is a key
goal of the California Commission on Peace Officer Standards &
Training (POST). New training approach needed to respond to this
need, and to meet mandates set by Senate Bill 1350, the Commission
began offering classroom terrorism training and “train-the-trainer”
sessions. However, it proved difficult to reach learners via instructorled training, due to high staff turnover and the large geographic spread
of the officers. Another key issue with the training was a lack of learner
engagement and limited retention of information. To combat this issue,
the California Commission on POST increased the number and
location of courses and added instructors. It soon became clear,
however, that an alternate training approach was needed to more
effectively engage them and ensure retention of the information.
THE SOLUTION It soon became clear that the solution to these
challenges was to develop a Web-based course that could go beyond
mere information dissemination to help the officers apply the
knowledge gained in a variety of realistic high-pressure situations. The
Commission worked with Allen Interactions to develop e-Learning
training, which provided engaging, relevant, and behavior-changing
learning experiences that offered strategies they could apply on the
job.
Delivery Method – Asynchronous – Part of a Blended Program
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – The code development was completed using Flash 8,
Actionscript 2.0, and XML. Media was produced using Adobe
Photoshop, Illustrator, and Flash. Audio mixing tools such as Sound
Forge were also used to develop the e-Learning course. We developed
it to be SCORM 1.2-compliant, and it underwent extensive testing
before being launched on the Commission’s learning portal (LMS).
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – 85,000+ law enforcement officers and dispatchers.
How long did it take you to complete this project? – The project
took 12 months to design and develop. To accommodate a highly
iterative design process, we used multiple rounds of user testing and
extensive subject matter expert reviews.
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? –There is a tremendous need to raise
awareness of terrorism issues, and provide law enforcement officers
and dispatchers with strategies to recognize, report, respond, and
prevent terrorism attacks. We faced limited anti-terrorism training for
law enforcement officers, great geographic spread of officers, and
retention and engagement during training.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – The positive
response to the e-Learning training has been overwhelming, as
evidenced by the several thousand officers who have completed the
course. The officers have expressed their appreciation for the highly
interactive scenario-driven nature of the course, the ability to complete
the course at their own pace, and the opportunity to explore various
outcomes.

Table No.

2
Presenter:
Title:
Company:

Working with China:
Getting Commitment

Ruth Sasaki / Ted Dale
Creative People
Aperian Global

Description – Our clients have a need for handling specific
challenges (e.g., getting commitment to a project) when working
virtually with global colleagues, in this case … China.
Delivery Method – Asynchronous – Part of a Blended Program
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – Flash, XML, HTML
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – Hundreds
How long did it take you to complete this project? – Six months
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – Limited budget and resources, as well as
determining how best to arrange the navigation through the content
(i.e. Linear or non-linear).
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – Relationship
between navigation (i.e. Linear or non-linear) and the type of learning
(performance support vs compliance training) we are trying to
encourage or develop.

Table No.

3
Presenter:
Title:
Company:

JPM Investor
Education

Janaki Ram
Sr. Vice president
C&K Management Limited

Description – The course was developed to train Independent
Financial Analysts of JP Morgan, who in turn would educate
prospective Investors about capital markets, investment opportunities,
AND generic Mutual fund and Insurance types.
Delivery Method – Asynchronous, Game Based Learning
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – Flash, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – It will train about 5,100 Independent Financial Analysts
(IFAs) to prepare them to train or coach up to one million Investors
using this product.
How long did it take you to complete this project? – Four months
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – In this game-based course the player is pitted
against a mutual fund where he has to invest in the stock market,
make the right choices, and perform as well as a Mutual fund. The
challenge was to make it more realistic and interesting. We collected
live data from the stock market, and news relating to those script’s for
an entire year. The second challenge was to integrate it, and present it
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to the learner in a random fashion to make it realistic while keeping the
file sizes low.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – The teams really
enjoyed the unique challenge to not use any database engine for this
game. They came up with creative solutions, and successfully
completed it in record time.

Table No.

4
Presenter:
Title:
Company:

McKesson New Hire
Orientation

Scott Muncaster
Director of Learning Solutions
Design Media

Description – McKesson is the U.S. leader of health care services –
providing pharmaceuticals, medical supplies, and healthcare
information and technology to healthcare professionals, institutions,
th
and consumers. McKesson is approaching its 175 anniversary this
year, and the company has seized on this milestone to revitalize their
new employee orientation (NEO) to reflect the current needs of an
orientation program. McKesson employs over 30,000 people, with a
wide range in age, skills, education, and responsibilities. McKesson
has a diverse and continuously evolving business portfolio that, to
maintain its relevance, creates challenges to a new employee
orientation.
Delivery Method – Asynchronous – Part of a Blended Program
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – Custom Design Media Flash components, JavaScript
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – This course will be taken by all new hires over the next
couple of years. The audience size is not specifically known, but based
on prior years it is expected be several thousand over the life of the
course.
How long did it take you to complete this project? – This is a
blended solution. The e-Learning portion took 5 months to complete.
The ILT portion was completed within 1 month.
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – This project was an update of an existing
New Employee Orientation program. The current NEO program is a
four-hour on-line course supported by a facilitator guide (for training
conducted in a classroom versus desktop).The challenges and
solutions in updating the course included: 1.) Developing for learners
who vary in demographics; age, experience, education and job
responsibilities. 2.) Accommodating employees who may not have an
appropriate internet connection. A CD was created as an alternative
delivery mechanism. Audio was not available to every learner, so a
transcription box/icon was made available on each page, leading to the
technical challenge of timing the transcription to the visual media. 3.)
Accommodating the different modalities the course occurs in in the
classroom – for example, lack of awareness of corporate-provided
materials, and facilitators using their own material. Additionally, the
facilitators have various experience levels in training, and for most,
training is not their primary responsibility. The solution was to provide a
flexible ILT delivery method that gives the managers/facilitators the
information they need to conduct an on-boarding in the style that is
most comfortable for them. In situations where individual learners don’t
have access to personal computers, facilitators have the option to walk
through the on-line course with leader’s notes, or use a PPT which
summarizes the information with notes. 4.) Determining how to adapt
features and functions from the old technology and instructional design

to the new. Examples include an on-line mentor, graphics, and video
and audio. Several new page types were developed to meet this
challenge. Video was originally developed for deployment through an
ILT situation, and was well received. The challenge was to re-purpose
the original videos, and save the client substantial expense. The end
result was streamlined story segments that engage the viewer, but are
more efficient than the original version in terms of storytelling.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – The audio closedcaptioning was one of the most difficult technical challenges to
overcome. Since the client requested that the closed captioning synch
with the actual audio, a manual synching process was used
throughout. This was a time-consuming process, requiring very close
attention to detail. We developed an instructional approach that cut
course duration by more than 50%, while being specific enough to
retain value and generic enough to stay current for several years.

Table No.

5
Presenter:
Title:
Company:

Moneytopia
Jack McGrath
President and Creative Director
Digitec Interactive

Description – The FINRA Investor Education Foundation and the
InCharge Education Foundation recognized a need among young
military recruits and their spouses to become better educated about
managing their personal finances. Although recruits receive some
classroom training, the Foundations, in conjunction with the military,
also wanted to provide instruction in a format that would appeal to this
"gamer" audience and enable them to learn in a fun, engaging
environment. The Foundations partnered with Digitec to develop an
immersive serious game, in which learners could experience first-hand
the consequences of their financial decisions. A cross between "The
Sims" and the "Game of Life," players are faced with a variety of reallife events; however, unlike the board game where things happen by
chance, in Moneytopia, players must make decisions that can affect
their financial, physical, and emotional well-being. Players who learn
how to manage their finances are able to win the game, and afford
their Big Dream at retirement. Those who have a habit of making poor
financial descisions lose the game, and see their Big Dream vanish.
Moneytopia also includes "case files" with instruction on a variety of
financial topics encountered over the course of the game, and a
"mentor" who provides advice and financial counseling along the way.
Delivery Method – Asynchronous – Part of a Blended Program
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – Flash was the primary authoring tool, along with XML
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – The pilot was accessed more than 1,300 times. The game
is being formally launched in September, with the potential for millions
of people to access it.
How long did it take you to complete this project? – Approximately
2.5 years. We developed the product initially in 1.5 years, then pilot
tested it and decided to make some enhancements, which took
another year.
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – The complexity of the project posed some
programming challenges; for example, having "games within a game"
so to speak. The player's financial dashboard in the main game
needed to reflect the cash won in games within the direct instruction
modules. Another problem we faced was that the interface was
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designed and approved before all of the content was created, so we
had to do some redesign work in some cases to accommodate the
content. Another challenge we faced was just managing all the
supporting documentation for a project this complex. There was a lot of
cross-referencing going on in various types of documents.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – One lesson
learned is that you need the right tool to capture and organize all the
documentation, where multiple people can update it without overwriting
each other. Another lesson learned is not to skimp on the prototype. It
should have all of the features of the real game, so that you can make
sure all of the content fits as it's intended, and can address the
programming challenges early on.

Table No.

7
Presenter:
Title:
Company:

Bonneville Ethics Boot
Camp

David Richards
President
e-Mersion

Description – This is a required course. It was designed to replace an
existing instructor-led course.
Delivery Method – Asynchronous – Part of a Blended Program
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – Articulate Presenter

Table No.

6
Presenter:
Title:
Company:

Business in Balance:
Implementing an
Environmental
Management System

Stephen Davies
VP, Business Development
DISTIL Interactive

Description – ISO 14001 is a worldwide standard for an
Environmental Management System. The extent of training for
managers tasked with implementing these systems is a five-day
classroom course. We created an immersive learning environment that
simulates how a real implementation works, giving these novice
managers a sense of what it takes to implement an EMS without
risking real dollars and resources

How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – 5,000
How long did it take you to complete this project? – Four months
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – We had to really get people excited about
doing something different.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – We learned the
value of reusable objects to reduce the production budget without
sacrificing the quality of the course.

Table No.

8

Delivery Method – New Technologies (Podcast, Wiki, Blog, etc…).
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – The game uses Flash for visuals. Underlying components
have been built by DISTIL, and are available as a toolkit for those
designing their own games.
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – This program is being rolled out by the Canadian Standards
Association for all ISO Environmental training, eventually reaching
many hundreds of corporate learners.
How long did it take you to complete this project? – This is the
third game in a series. The collaboration with subject-matter experts on
the first game took 6 months. As every game was build using DISTIL's
game-building toolkit, we built the third game by reusing many
components. As a result, the development time for this game was 2
weeks.
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – Most of the difficulty was the time needed
from the subject-matter expert. The upside being that they see very
quick payback for the time they invested.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – When we
programmed the game, we embedded variables that put limits on
resources (cost, time, etc.). When the SME played the game, they
found patterns which simulated real-life, that they had actually never
told us about.

Presenter:
Title:
Company:

Physical Trading in
Electric Markets

Steve Jones
Course Developer
Enerdynamics

Description – Many of our customers asked us to convert our popular
classroom course to an online format.
Delivery Method – Asynchronous
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – Articulate Suite, PowerPoint, Xcelsius
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – Over 1,000
How long did it take you to complete this project? – about 4
months
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – My first challenge was to learn how to use
Articulate and Xcelsius. Fortunately, Articulate is pretty easy to learn.
Other challenges I faced were: making a classroom lecture visually
interesting, coming up with visuals that helped explain abstract
concepts, and converting classroom activities that were done in groups
into online exercises.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – A key I've learned
from working with software that converts PowerPoint to Flash, is that
what you see in PowerPoint is not always what you'll get in Flash.
Some items will just look different, some animations may cause
serious issues. Unfortunately, these quirks are usually discovered
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towards the end of the project when you've finally assembled all the
components and the deadline is looming. So be sure to budget time for
figuring out these issues, and test publish as much as you can. When
learning new software such as Articulate, find and use resources such
as blogs and bulletin boards. They can be very helpful when trying to
figure out those problems that pop up when publishing, and they're a
great source of ideas for e-Learning. Also, use more visuals and more
animation than you think you'll need. It can be hard to visualize how
the published narrated version will look when you're working with a
PowerPoint screen.

Table No.

10
Presenter:
Title:
Company:

National Park Service
Interpretation Training
Program

Matt Wolf
Technology Manager
Eppley Institute, Indiana University

Description – The National Park Service was in need of reducing
training costs, and developing a certificate and coaching program for
training NPS employees, concessionaires, and seasonal workers.
Table No.

9
Presenter:
Title:
Company:

Delivery Method – Web Based Training, Open Source

AACN Palliative Care
Courtney Timmons
Business Development Manager
Enspire Learning

Description – The American Association of Critical-Care Nurses
(AACN), the world’s largest specialty nursing organization, sought a
method to more effectively teach nurses about palliative care. Each
year nurses must complete credits toward continuing education, and
AACN wanted this e-Learning class to fit that purpose for building skills
in end-of-life care. Through this course, nurses learn: 1.) Technical
skills, e.g., how to ensure that feeding tubes are not causing sores. 2.)
Medical skills, e.g., when a patient is paralyzed, seat the family in his
line of vision. 3.) Interpersonal skills, e.g., dealing effectively with
grieving families, helping them make end-of-life decisions, and
respecting their wishes. 4.) Personal skills, e.g., remember to take care
of yourself throughout caregiving.

What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – HTML, JS, CSS, Moodle, ZenCart
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – Over 2,000, expect another 10,000
How long did it take you to complete this project? – A continual
process over the last two years.
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – Coaching process, fee structure, discounts,
seasonal employees, working with the NPS learning management
system.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – It’s important to
get into a flexible and scalable system early. Don’t get pigeonholed
with a proprietary system. Moodle is a very powerful platform, but
difficult to upgrade when not customized properly.

Delivery Method – Synchronous, Part of a Blended Program
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – Flash, XML, Java, Photoshop, Illustrator, Microsoft Office,
proprietary Ensprie software, Sony Sound Forge, Apple Logic Studio,
Native Instruments Kore Komplete, Apple Final Cut Pro.
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – An estimated 7,000 learners will take the course. More if
the course reaches beyond the members of AACN.
How long did it take you to complete this project? – About 8
months.
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – Due to the complexity and severity of the
material, content developers had to spend a lot of time with subject
matter experts. As this course is being used for Continuing Nursing
Education, it was vital that all content was accurate, so reviews were
much longer and more detailed.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – SMEs were
extremely helpful and dedicated to the project. Having dedicated SMEs
eased the challenges we faced.

Table No.

11
Presenter:
Title:
Company:

VISTA Campus

Matt Cherry
E-Learning Project Coordinator
ETR Associates

Description – Needed to consolidate VISTA resources into a one-stop
shop, accessible via the Web. Needed to send a unified message to
new VISTAs nationwide, upon orientation into the program. Needed to
supplement or replace face-to-face trainings, due to budgetary
constraints. Needed to create a sharing space to build community
among volunteers.
Delivery Method – Asynchronous, New Technologies (Podcasts,
Wikis, Blogs, etc.)
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – Moodle, Adobe Flash, Adobe Captivate, Adobe
Dreamweaver, Adobe Photoshop, Harbinger Products Raptivity,
OutStart Evolution LCMS, Quicktime.
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – Current students – 1,115, and a potential addition of about
6,000 new users per year.
How long did it take you to complete this project? – More than a
year of complex collaborative planning, content development, and
review. Approximately three months of site development.
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What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – We used Moodle in a slightly different way
than it was meant to be used “out of the box.” This meant more money
and time spent on customizing the site to fit the client’s needs.
Moodle’s reporting system is geared more toward providing teachers
with a way to track and grade students. We were not providing
teacher-student interaction through the site, but rather providing a
large amount of content to a nationally distributed audience, and a
location to establish community. Moodle’s HTML editor stripped code
out when files were being saved. This resulted in extra time spent
coding in an alternative HTML editor, and then copying that code to
Moodle. Moving our legacy content from Outstart’s Evolution LCMS to
Moodle proved problematic. The SCORM packaging feature was not
working properly, so additional work was necessary to ready the
SCORM packages for import into Moodle.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – Outline project
needs early. Especially, know the limitations of your software platform
and try to define those pieces of necessary functionality that are not
provided “out of the box.” Extra time will be needed to work on
customizations to the core code. Test legacy content migration earlier,
rather than later. If you have a lot of legacy content to move to a new
system, the earlier you spot potential problems, the more time you
have to prepare for them.

design and creative direction. 2.) We had to create unique tunneling of
streaming video to penetrate corporate firewalls without compromising
the integrity of security systems. 3.) Balancing the needs of corporate
HR departments with the IT security function.

Table No.

13
Presenter:
Title:
Company:

Global Sales Training

Elizabeth Israel
Senior Instructional Designer
F5 Networks

Description – Global sales team; toolkits and learning via virtual
reality.
Delivery Method – Part of a Blended program
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – Articulate, Camtasia
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – 500

Table No.

12
Presenter:
Title:
Company:

In Pocket

Michael McHale
President
Experience Media Group

Description – Public companies listed on the London Stock Exchange
have to provide financial education to all employees. In Pocket will be
an online magazine published 6 times a year for the next five years,
with 5 or more major stories each issue, plus feedback and goal
tracking metrics.
Delivery Method – Asynchronous, New Technologies (Podcast, Wiki,
Blog, etc…)
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – FLEX, AIR, Flash, Flash Remoting, Cold Fusion, MS SQL,
AS 3 Adobe Media streaming server, Dreamweaver, Illustrator,
Photoshop.
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – By 2009 700,000 students will have access to In Pocket at
24 public companies, and by 2012 65 companies with 1.2 million
students.
How long did it take you to complete this project? – The first
phase, designing and creating the FLEX interface, and first issue and
supporting infrastructure took 7 months. A dedicated team of 10 will
work on the project for the next five years.
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – Firewall and security issues that varied from
client to client. A major issue of U.K. privacy laws, and storage of
personal information outside the U.K. Instructional design of material
that appeals to a broad spectrum of students, with many in retail
locations with no e-mail address or home internet access.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – 1.) Cultural issues
– U.K. versus North American sensibilities impacted the instructional

How long did it take you to complete this project? – It depends –
from 2 hours to 6 weeks.
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – Being able to scale information from subject
matter experts to a global sales force.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – Learned how to
reduce time and effort in development efforts.

Table No.

14
Presenter:
Title:
Company:

SAP Material Master for
Purchasing

Iris Peceny
e-Learning Specialist
Goodrich

Description – The course was built to help buyers at our company
become familiar with the SAP transactions needed.
Delivery Method – Asynchronous, Software Training
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – Toolbook
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – 500
How long did it take you to complete this project? – 3 months
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – Coming up with an approach that would
enable my students to troubleshoot their own problems in the future.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – I learned how
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much fun it can be to build simulation like e-Learning. I also learned
how complex it can get.

Table No.

15
Presenter:
Title:
Company:

Injury Adjusting
Fundamentals

Nancy Polsky
Director, Claims Learning &
Development
Hanover Insurance Group

compliance issues, and being able to work effectively with the Schering
Plough Subject Matter Experts.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – The process of
helping subject matter experts to shift their thinking from a focus on the
subject matter to a focus on how their expertise manifests itself over
time. The authoring metaphor that we use for simulation is one of a
timeline, rather than primarily on learning objectives. We blend the
learning objectives with a timeline, so that we can create the “story” of
how the objectives play out in real life, and can be effectively
experienced in a simulation setting.

Table No.
Description – Claims adjusters new to handling injuries need a
modular, repeatable, scaleable, just-in-time way to learn details of
body mechanics, injury, diagnostics, and treatments.
Delivery Method – Asynchronous – Part of a Blended Program
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – Flash, Captivate
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – 50 to 75 per year
How long did it take you to complete this project? – 3 months
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – Corporate restrictions around media
streaming.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – Partnering with
business leaders allowed L&D to work through some corporate
bandwidth restrictions.

17
Presenter:
Title:
Company:

Action Training Systems
First On Scene, Initial Fire
Scene Size-Up Courses

Steve Lowell
Diretor Sales and Marketing
Iluminar Technologies

Description – Iluminar Technologies’ client; Action Training Systems
(ATS) has provided visual training programs to the emergency
response market for over 20 years. They started producing Computer
Based Training courses in 1996, based on their video training
programs. ATS uses the Iluminar Learning Management System to
deliver its computer-based training courses to its customers. Over
200,000 emergency responders train with ATS courses each year.
ATS customers asked it to develop interactive, scoreable, simulation
courses for emergency responders that would run on the Iluminar
Learning Management System platform they currently use. This
resulted in development of their First On Scene series of courses. The
courses help train new fire department officers who may be in
command of a fire scene, and firefighters who may be the first person
to arrive at a fire scene.
Delivery Method – Asynchronous, New Technologies (Podcast, Wiki,
Blog, etc…)

Table No.

16
Presenter:
Title:
Company:

Standards of Global
Business Practices
Compliance Training

Ken Spero
CMO
Humentum

Description – Schering Plough (SP) has built a “values based”
compliance program. We design training that engages learners and
requires their application of learned, compliant behavior. Simulation is
a primary tool in accomplishing this learning, and ensuring long-term
colleague retention.

What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – Two products from Iluminar Technologies were used to
build these courses: MakeIT – a course authoring application that
produces interactive computer based courses that run on the Iluminar
Learning Management System. StageIT Emergency Response Scene
Simulator – a professional compositing and editing tool that allows
users to create or recreate fire, hazmat, or other emergency response
scenarios for testing and training. StageIT was used to create the
video scenario portion of the courses, and MakeIT was used to build in
the interactive questions and tests, and to make the courses
deployable on the Iluminar Learning Management System. As part of
the system, all the student training times, test scores, and answers are
automatically tracked and recorded.

Delivery Method – Asynchronous

How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – Over 9,000 students have taken these courses.

What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – Humentum's TrackBuilder authoring architecure, and
Wheels in Motions simulation authoring methodology.

How long did it take you to complete this project? – To build one
First On Scene course after the scenario information was gathered –
approximately 4 to 5 weeks.

How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – 6,300

What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – In their traditional didactic computer-based
training courses, ATS films fire department personnel demonstrating
job performance requirements or skills, and then tests students for
retention of the information presented. Challenge: to design a
computer based course that could accurately measure a student’s
cognitive responses to emergency scene situations encountered by
first responding units. Problems: It is not possible to film live

How long did it take you to complete this project? – 4 months
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – Creating compelling scenarios to address
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emergency response scenarios for this purpose, since you can’t
control all aspects of the scene in order to determine proper responses
to questions. The courses also had to be applicable to fire departments
all across the United States and Canada. Solution: Use the Iluminar’s
StageIT simulator to design controlled emergency response scene
scenarios for various building types. This enabled ATS to control all
aspects of a scenario, which, in turn, allowed them to determine proper
responses against which they could accurately measure student
responses. Scenarios created in StageIT are outputted as Window
Media Video files, so they ended up with videos of controlled
situations. ATS used these “staged” videos, in place of their usual live
camera videos, to build their interactive courses using MakeIT. The
resulting courses can be played on the Iluminar Learning Management
System, along with all of the more traditional ATS course offerings.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – The flexibility of
StageIT and MakeIT in course creation became apparent in this
process. StageIT “publishes” scenarios it creates. As a result ATS was
able to treat a created scenario the same way we would a piece of
video they film with a camera for their other courses. So, instead of
“filming” their video segments, they created them in StageIT using
photos and animation effects. ATS could then use that video file to
author a course in MakeIT, which allows them to add interactive
questions, section quizzes, final exams, and deploy the course on the
Iluminar Learning Management System their customers use for their
other courses. This met the needs of ATS customers, and gave them a
new style of course to sell. It became apparent that MakeIT allows you
to be creative in producing many different styles of course delivery. As
a result, ATS continues to investigate new course formats they may
introduce in the future using MakeIT.

Speaking the Language
of Electricity in Sales
and Service
Dawn Orem and Sharon Boller
Education Manager
Ingersoll-Rand

Table No.

18
Presenter:
Title:
Company:

Description – Ingersoll Rand's sales consultants have sold
mechanical hardware for years. However, the industry is shifting to
electronic solutions or hybrid solutions. IR's sales force knows
mechanical locks; they do not have deep foundational knowledge in
electricity or electronics. These courses provide that foundational
knowledge – and provide this knowledge in a context that makes
sense to sales consultants.
Delivery Method – Asynchronous
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – This course was built using Flash and XML files. It is
SCORM conformant, and resides on an Oracle LMS.

What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – 1.) Test, test, test
on the LMS. 2.) Third level navigation, while difficult to program into an
engine, created a much better user experience than had we stayed
with only two levels.

Table No.

19
Presenter:
Title:
Company:

The International
Society of
Arboriculture (ISA)
training series

Chad Udell
Developer
The Iona Group

Description – ISA presents a self-paced, highly interactive series of
CDs to supplement the certification study guide. Multiple students can
use these CDs to prepare for the certification exam, obtain CEU
credits, and upgrade their knowledge and skills. The lessons are
designed for those who respond best to visual, auditory, and hands-on
teaching methods.
Delivery Method – Continuing Education and Certification
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – We delivered the Flash platform training on the Web and
via CD-Rom. The framework used to power the series is our custom
built e-Learning development process and course builder tool, Doctum.
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – Hundreds, if not more.
How long did it take you to complete this project? – From concept
to replication, each module takes approximately 3 months to produce.
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – The SMEs are diverse, both in background
and location. We needed to provide them a collaborative content
review tool better than the typical MS Word – track changes model that
never seems to work. We needed to be able to deliver training to a
potentially non-computer savvy audience. Additionally, many
professional Arborists speak English as a second language, so
localization had to be a priority. Lastly, we needed to provide a
replicable process, that could scale from a timeline and budget
standpoint, to rapidly produce cost-effective training that had a
measurable ROI for the client.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – We augmented
our toolbox with a suite of new development tools. We strengthened
our ties with a number of translators, and provided a training program
that met the client’s goals perfectly. We created an API that allowed
our team of developers to work uniformly and to collaborate, building
discrete pieces of interactivity using a standard codebase.

How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – Ultimately, there will be several hundred.
How long did it take you to complete this project? – We completed
two courses in approximately 8 months' time.
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – 1.) Clarifying and programming the third-level
navigation we wanted the program to include; 2.) Eliminating
communication problems between the course and Oracle's system. 3.)
Bridging the gap between an electrical engineer's understanding of
electricity – and what a sales consultant needs to know. We also were
challenged in creating a learning agent that would be believable to our
learners – no avatars wanted!
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ZAIN KSA New
Employee Induction
Course
Ammar Al-Attiyat
Manager, Business Solutions
(e-Learning)
ITS

Table No.
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Description – Zain (formerly MTC) is the pioneer of mobile
telecommunications in the Middle East, and now a major player on the
African continent. Today, ZAIN is a wireless services provider in six
Middle Eastern and 16 African countries, with over 16,000 employees
providing a comprehensive range of mobile voice and data services to
50.74 million active individual and business customers. For their latest
branch in Saudi Arabia (KSA), ZAIN KSA HR contracted ITS (my
company) to develop an e-Learning course to cover their orientation
program for newly hired employees. Due to massive recuritment rates,
traditional induction was not feasible.
Delivery Method – Asynchronous – Part of a Blended Program
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – Flash, XML
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – To be taken by more than 500 new employees each year.
How long did it take you to complete this project? – 3 months
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – The importance of the client, and the creative
branding and graphical identity.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – Never
compromise creativity.

Table No.

21
Presenter:
Title:
Company:

Developing Interactive
Courseware to teach
Physics in the Malaysian
Classrooms

Subha Ramiah
President & CEO
LinkQED LLC

Description – Malaysia’s Ministry of Education and Curriculum
Development Centre (CDC) gave greater emphasis to science and
mathematics education, and launched a policy of teaching
Mathematics and Science in English. Computer simulation and
animation are more effective tools for the teaching and learning of
abstract or difficult science concepts, especially in Physics. However,
two major challenges were to be first solved. First the medium of
instruction was in Malay. The imperative was to enable teachers to
deliver a curriculum in English. The second was to create a strong
interactive multimedia design to ease the transition of teachers, and
embed the current rich in-class experience of teachers and students in
the e-Learning course. In other words, the success of the project
needed adaptation from teachers and students. The project had to
ensure that the teaching and learning of Physics in English is well
grasped, and comprehended by both students and teachers, and had
to empower thousands of teachers to teach outside of their native
tongue. The project would need effective multimedia (simulation,
interactivity voice, video, text, translation) not available in class tools.

But the multimedia would not “take over” all teaching: The ”blended”
result would have teachers using the tool during class to teach, adding
their own experience and techniques, while the multi-media-based
learning modules enhance the effect, delivered the desired results, and
are available to re-enforce learning of that concept.
Delivery Method – Synchronous, Part of a Blended Program
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – The technologies used in the development of the
multimedia courseware follow e-Learning industry standards. More
specifically, SCORM 2004, and standard browser-based delivery of the
content was developed using Adobe Flash and other Adobe tools such
as Director, Authorware, Dreamweaver and Illustrator at appropriate
technology areas. It would work in various browsers, and be able to
run on Apple, Windows, or Linux.
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – The target audience was entire Malaysia’s Secondary
School (6th-12th grade) student population in around 2,000 schools,
with approximately 180-200 high school students per school. All of the
schools are currently fully using the Physics modules.
How long did it take you to complete this project? – The first
course, which involved design elements, navigation, and templates,
took three weeks. Subsequently each additional course took two
weeks. Two different modes were created for each of the Physics
lessons. The first one was to be used “in-class” via autoplay for
teachers when they teach the subject. The second interactive mode
was used by teachers during teacher-assisted, and by students for reenforcement via self-learning modes. The delivery had to work in both
on-line and off-line modes.
Modes: Interactive and Autoplay
Delivery: CD Based and Web Based
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – Content Mapping was the biggest challenge.
A serious thought by the panel of experts led to a discussion on the
learning outcomes, which should be covered under each lesson and
topic.
For example, in the sample “Doppler effect” to be shown in
DemoFest08, the qualitative analysis and study of the concept, how
the frequency of sound varies when the source is stationary and the
source is moving, and also vice versa, were the decided learning
outcomes. Teachers wanted the content to have some of the abstract
derivative work included so they can use the module to walk through
theory in-class. Apart from this, from a long debate it was decided to
include the derivation and problem solving, which is the quantitative
analysis and study of the same concept. The quantitative part was also
included to make sure that, for the usual textbook content, the teacher
need not go back to the blackboard. 1.) The first storyboard submitted
was reviewed by the panel of teachers who suggested changes in
activity #2 with respect to the localization aspect for better
understanding by the students. 2.) The greater challenge was in
delivering the content with high precision with the use of technology.
The subject matter experts were made to work with the development
team and develop algorithms for the simulation based on the exact
scientific formula explained in the concept. 3.) Another big challenge
was the sound synchronization of the siren with the animation which
was repeatedly done until reachng the subject matter experts’
satisfaction.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – Virtual Team
Development Time & Language Constraint: Each 1-hour lesson in
Physics would have worksheets to print, several activities, maybe
twenty learning objects, explicit learning objectives, text with voiceover, and a science words glossary where a click would show a
translation in Malay. Creating lessons from idea and concept to
completion, via face-to-face onsite team and remote collaboration, was
a daunting task. Creating a project portal to collaborate virtually,
helped to address this.
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Teacher QC Panel: To make the Physics e-Learning project
successful in Malaysia a “council” of local Physics teachers who would
judge, advise, and approve each of the lessons was created. Making
the best multimedia content for the classroom, and making best use of
the created medium are two different objectives. The most important
benchmark for success was the use of the e-Learning tool by Teachers
and Students. Experience from inside a Malaysian classroom was
needed to make what was wanted for this project, and defining what is
wanted also required experience. Enabling a process shift: The first
change was to give teachers the role of content developers. Subjectspecialist instructional designers were recruited from the UK to advise
on the use of multimedia. A streamlined process was developed,
based on experience, to set up a panel of 10-20 people (teachers, ICT,
ID experts) to follow a lesson plan from conception to completion.
Localization: The panel of teachers was very specific in making sure
that the course in all ways is localized, and followed what they were
using in-class. In the Doppler example, activity #2 was originally to be
simulated as a person traveling in a car towards a music concert. It
was later modified to fit the exercise used in class, which came directly
from suggestions of teachers.

Creating Search
Folders in Microsoft
Outlook
Matthew Ellison
Director
Matthew Ellison Consulting

Table No.
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Presenter:
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Description – This project was built as a proof-of-concept for a range
of advanced techniques for providing hints within a simulation-based
tutorial.
Delivery Method – Asynchronous
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – Adobe Captivate
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – The project has been tested on 25 students
How long did it take you to complete this project? – 1.5 days
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – The restricted features built into Adobe
Captivate for providing rich "on-request" hints from a predictable
screen location.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – Students prefer to
receive hints than to make errors. Hints make students think about
what they are doing – they are more effective than simple instructions.

Table No.
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Presenter:
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McCain Health and Safety
Modules – e-Learning
in a manufacturing
environment.

Shane Matthews
Global eLearning Program Manager
McCain Foods Ltd

Description – McCain Foods is a manufacturing business. As such,
employee safety is our highest priority. Our top three safety concerns
are: Lockout tagout (injuries can be fatal), slips, trips, and falls
(account for 25% of injuries at McCain), and Manual Handling (account
for another 25% of injuries at McCain). E-Learning courses addressing
these topics can be purchased “off the shelf” … BUT … McCain has a
unique production environment, with unique problems, etc. So we
decided to build custom courses – INTERNALLY for the most part – for
a number of reasons: Ownership of content, better quality, lower
overall cost, targeted to our specific issues, easy to localize into other
languages, etc. The beauty is that we built all three English modules
fairly quickly, for a total investment of about $3,000 (to get some
illustrations done). The resulting modules have been shown to be very
effective (lowering incident rates), and we’re localizing them into other
languages “on the cheap” as well.
Delivery Method – Asynchronous
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – Articulate eLearning Studio, some Flash (minimal), our
branded LMS.
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – Potential audience is approx 20,000 users, but we’re still in
the early stages of rolling it out globally. To this point, we’ve had over
6,000 completions for the three courses (but that will be much higher
by November).
How long did it take you to complete this project? – Each of the
three courses took about 4-6 weeks to complete, start to finish. I did
most of the work myself, but leveraged a number of resources as well
(SME’s for source content, a supplier for illustrations, and requested
the use of some videos from the European Agency for Health and
Safety).
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – Lack of resources and funds! Also, building
e-Learning courses for a manufacturing audience is particularly
challenging – generally these learners are not highly educated or
computer-literate. Localizing into multiple languages was another
challenge that I think we’re effectively overcoming with this strategy.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – 1.) Custom
content is much more effective than off-the-shelf content. Employees
are much more engaged when a course is specific to their environment
(photos, processes, etc). 2.) Know your learners implicitly, and design
accordingly. Plant employees are much different than office workers,
for example. 3.) Manufacturing environments CAN leverage e-Learning
successfully. 4.) Custom content does NOT need to be expensive.
With some ingenuity and know-how, you can create very effective eLearning on a budget.
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CellCast / Podcast
Learning Delivery for
Mobile Associates
Robert Gadd, Katherine Guest
President, VP of Sales & Mktg
OnPoint Digital, Inc.

Table No.
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Description – The overall scope of the project was to implement a
flexible and cost-effective mobile Electronic Performance Support
System (“EPSS”), to deliver and track content delivery to Applied
Industrial Technology, Inc. (Applied) knowledge workers. The mobile
EPSS supports field sales and operations personnel across North
America.
Delivery Method – M-Learning, New Technologies (Podcast, Wiki,
Blog, etc…)
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – Applied worked with OnPoint Digital, Inc. to implement
OnPoint’s CellCast Solution to enable audio and text-based content
distribution with integrated assessments to any company resource via
their cellular phone (or standard landline phone
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – The CellCast Solution began with 50-user and 100-user
prototypes in the fall of 2007, and a formal pilot for 187 associates in
January 2008. As of August 2008, more than 1,000 Applied associates
had been deployed.
How long did it take you to complete this project? – After a
successful three to four month pilot program, the production level
solution was deployed and is currently in continued operation.
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – The Applied business requirements proved
somewhat unique, thus driving several innovative efforts. First,
Applied wanted to provide all audio content in two ways: (a) as a
traditional podcast delivered to a person's Web browser or MP3 player,
and (b) as a CellCast delivered to a person's cellphone or wired office
phone. To accomplish this, Applied and OnPoint devised a way for any
content assignment to be pushed out to mobile workers using a
standard but authenticated RSS (Really Simple Syndication) feed.
Now, any mobile user can subscribe to and retrieve their CellCast
assignments automatically, using third-party tools like iTunes from
Apple, Inc. or other popular third party media managers. Second,
Applied also wanted to allow their users to access the content via their
Cisco Voice over IP network. In addition to accessing CellCasts from
cellphones, Applied wanted to allow access to content via an
associate’s specialized IP phone handsets at their office desk. So the
team used the VoIP platform as the primary access point for all
CellCast calls. Third, Applied wanted to have a Web 2.0-friendly
experience for standard user activities such as finding, selecting, and
managing content and assignments. So the Applied team designed a
completely new user Web interface featuring engaging visuals and
convenience features. The resulting Web 2.0 CellCast Manager
interface now provides every CellCast user with an enjoyable and
interactive experience. Finally, the resulting user experience – both on
and off the mobile device – permits a level of social interaction that
allows users who have completed their assignments or learning
electives to comment through anonymous content ratings and via
threaded text-based discussion/exchanges with other people who've
accessed and completed the same materials. Thus associates seeking
to learn new concepts or reinforce previous knowledge can select
content they know has already been vetted and valued by their peer
group.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – Unlike the
previous Podcasting experience, CellCasting is better aligned with our

mandate to reach our mobile workers via both just-in-time informational
updates and planned learning programs. Content can be either
scheduled/pushed out automatically when necessary or
pulled/requested by any user in the time of need or during service
delivery. Applied conducts simple tests and surveys with the content
they’re distributing, which encourages mobile workers to pay greater
attention to the information presented. Workers are aware that
completion/status information and test results are also recorded and
sent back to our LMS platform for reporting and manager analysis.
Measured Results. For Applied, the ability to create and push content
out to mobile workers enhances existing traditional outbound field
communications, and allows management to access a previously
hard–to-reach segment of the company. Next, instead of simply
sending out content and hoping it was received and reviewed,
managers can track, in great detail, who actually listened to the content
they deployed, how long they listened, and can measure their retention
of that information using an interactive assessment or open-ended
survey. Management also had the ability to decide whether new
content was time-sensitive/just-in-time oriented, or better suited as an
on-demand resource anticipating future needs. Results of Completion
Rates and Methods. During the pilot phase, several lessons were
pushed to pilot participants according to pre-defined broadcast
schedules. During this period, Applied associates achieved a 99%
completion rate, with each broadcast taking an average of six (6)
business days to conclude. By comparison, previous Podcast
campaigns generally achieved an 80% completion rate and took fortyeight (48) business days to complete. During the pilot phase, there was
no appreciable difference in achieved completion results for pushed
versus pulled lessons, as six out of seven lessons of either type
(pushed or pulled) had completion rates of 100%. Results of
Development Time and Time-to-Market. Because CellCast lessons are
easier to record and deploy, Applied realized much shorter content
development times and accelerated time-to-market in comparison with
traditional Podcast delivery. For example, the average production time
for a lesson is now one (1) business day compared with three (3)
business days using previous recording and content mastering
methods. Once the content has been created and approved, the
average time-to-market for a new lesson averages two (2) business
days versus an average of ten (10) business days needed to distribute
Podcast-style content to all Applied mobile users. esults of Customer
Satisfaction Rates. Most mobile users actually prefer accessing
lessons using their cellphones versus listening to traditional Podcasts,
which generally proved harder to acquire/download and receive. In
quality surveys associated with every lesson included in the pilot
program, 93% of all Applied associates who completed an assignment
rated the quality of their experience a 4 or 5 out of 5. In addition, 97%
of the same group of pilot participants rated the content they received
4 or 5 out of 5 in terms of relevance to their position or job function.
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Supervisor Toolkit:
Managing Alcohol and
Drug Problems

Vicky Gelatt
Project Director
Oregon Center for Applied Science

Description – The primary aim of this project was to develop and
evaluate an interactive Web-based training program, to increase
supervisors’ ability to effectively respond to workplace performance
and behavior problems associated with the abuse of alcohol and other
drugs (AOD).
Delivery Method – Asynchronous, Self-directed modules
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – Django, Javascript, Flash,
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How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – 30
How long did it take you to complete this project? – 1 year
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – Conflict with other projects. Timeline got
bumped.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – Keep everyone
envolved and updated. Communicate regularly with the programming
team.
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Advanced
Manufacturing for the
21st Century (AME21)

Joe Kitterman
President
Oxygen Education LLC

Description – Education in the manufacturing industry is difficult to
deliver because of time and resource constraints. The environment
operates 24 hours per day, 7 days per week. Technologies are difficult
to master and expand far beyond the operation of machinery. AME21
was designed to deliver on-demand education in six areas of study:
Safety, Foundational Skills, Quality Systems, Personal Development,
Productivity Tools, and Manufacturing Technology. This product
includes 60 courses (over 200 hours) of highly interactive learning. The
courses are accredited, enabling the student to earn college credit if
they so desire. We are delivering this product through several
Community Colleges and Technical Schools, and we also deliver it
directly to the employer. AME21 was created to bring education to
marginalized individuals who seek a career in this industry, and to
employees who do not have access to education in the traditional
education system. Barriers such as expense, transportation, and
previous life choices often prevent the student from considering college
as a pathway to success. We are hopeful that we can help to sustain
and grow one of the most important industries in America, and we are
hopeful that we will change lives through this endeavor.
Delivery Method – Synchronous
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – Macromedia Flash, Adobe Illustraor, Maya
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – Have taken = 1500, will take = 100,000.
How long did it take you to complete this project? – We have been
working on the AME21 curriculum for over 18 months.
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – There have been several challenges for us in
this undertaking. The first was acquiring the subject matter expertise to
ensure the course content is of the highest quality. The second was
finding the talent (both ID and graphical) to enable us to produce this
product in under 2 years. The third, and most difficult challenge, was
managing the consistency of the product from course to course, while
at the same time allowing enough creative freedom to make each
course have it’s own character. Because there are so many courses,
we did not want to be too rigid in look and feel, yet we needed the
entire product to maintain an overarching personality. Making each
course look the same would create a boring experience for the student.
Making each course totally unique would confuse the overall message
of AME21. Mastering this has required the collaborative efforts of the
entire company.

What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – Because there
were three challenges I will address each one in terms of what we
have learned: 1.) SME’s – we have learned that we must select subject
matter experts who understand the student we are trying to reach.
They must be able to reach within, and “remember the days when they
did not have the knowledge.” Our teaching methodology is to make no
assumptions about previous experience and knowledge. SME’s must
be able to return to their roots in terms of presenting technical
information to the student. 2.) To grow the workforce by 50% in six
months we had to pay close attention to the character of those we
hired. We manage the company to the philosophies of Good To Great.
We have developed an interviewing style that focuses more on the
individual than upon skills. Because we are still a small company (< 50
employees), we must live together each day. It is most important to
ensure that the person shares the vision of the company. 3.) To
balance the look and feel of the courseware, we learned that you must
constantly communicate the vision of the overall product, and the
purpose and vision of each individual course. From a writing
perspective, consistency is easier to manage and maintain. From a
graphical presentation perspective, it is much more difficult. Graphics
people are by nature very creative, and are constantly reinventing
themselves. They do not like to remain static in the work they produce.
While new and fresh ideas are always a good thing, when producing
60 courses you can’t make each one “prettier.” If you do, then you will
never finish the program as you will always feel the need to go back
and revise the older material. From an instructional design and budget
perspective we also found that we have to sometimes restrict the
desire to over-animate courses. Too many animations can actually
diminish the educational experience, and they always increase the cost
of the product.
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The World of Makrini

Kevin Corti and Richard Smith
CEO
PIXELearning

Description – U.S. firm 53 Bank expressed a need to address
diversity fatigue within their working environment. In a global and
virtual economy, that has not one person the same as the next, we all
need to understand how to communicate with each other, and how not
to stereotype by gender, beliefs, ethnicity, race, or disability. The best
way to improve the necessary skills is through experience, and the
best way to gain experience safely and economically is through
experiential learning using online gaming technology. 53 Bank, the
company behind the Makrini project, based their ideas and reasonings
on the notion that an alien environment enables a safe creation for
developing varied scenarios, allowing characters to move beyond our
own cultural elements. Placing the user in the world of Makrini lets
them take on the role of a new employee. They will discover their
ability to recognize their own levels of diversity, sensitivity,
engagement, and inclusion, by reaching goals of increased personal
diversity awareness, increased inclusive behaviours,
acknowledgement of business impacts, recognizing their own personal
perceptions, and developing their knowledge to build Familiarity,
®
®
Comfort, and Trust (FCT ). Makrini can help to achieve a more
diverse and inclusive community through a motivational and engaging
method of learning.
Delivery Method – Immersive Learning Simulation
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – The Makrini project was built using Flash, 3ds Max and
Photoshop to create the specie characters.
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How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – Unlimited users, as this project is aimed at all companies
and businesses that encounter issues of diversity, inclusion, leadership
and equality. Initially, however the project is being developed for 53
Bank, who currently have approx 27,000 staff.
How long did it take you to complete this project? – Development
has taken four months (alpha, beta and final deliverables).
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – Sensitivity issues, such as equality and
diversity, are seen in companies in many different forms. One of our
hardest and largest challenges was to replicate those common issues
without appearing discriminative. An idea, which turned into the final
project, was a sci-fi/fantasy world having all characters created as
species conveying different physical and psychological issues through
the way they look, behave, their emotions, body language, age,
gender, including stereotypes and generalizations of characters as
well. Communication was a potential issue, as it can often vary when
talking to someone of a different sex, ethnicity, gender, or age, and
people might communicate in a different tone, speed, or complexity. By
presenting the user with a task that asks them to listen to different
audios, as the user, you will receive different responses, feelings, and
affects from the different options. One other challenge within this tool
was the narrative, and the manner in which you hold conversations. To
overcome this, multiple-choice questions were integrated, giving the
options of asking sensitive or non-sensitive questions. The response
you receive depends on your chosen option.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – From the
beginning of this project, the design, development, and testing stages
allowed us to see how diverse we were as individuals, and as a
company. It provided us with the knowledge of how exclusion and
generalizations can affect those in particular situations. Encountering
issues such as we did, especially those that have a large impact on the
overall gaming experience, allowed us to see diversity on many
different levels. Our existing notions and actions only touched the
surface, and through developing this project it has given us an insight
into what diversity and inclusion really are.
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FAB-T (Family of
Advanced Beyond-line-ofsight Terminals) Satellite
Familiarization Training
CBT

Brandan Laura
e-Learning Producer Lead
Pratt & Whittney Rocketdyne

Description – Advanced satellites will soon be launched, and an
advanced communication system and terminals are being developed
to take advantage of the new technology and replace the old systems.
This training is required to instruct the satellite operators on the new
system.
Delivery Method – Asynchronous
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – Due to the large volume of content needed, and the goal of
providing the best product at the lowest cost, Articulate Presenter was
chosen as the main development tool. Articulate Engage and
Quizmaker were also used. Multi-media supporting tools such as Sony
SoundForge, TechSmith Snagit, and Adobe Fireworks were also used.

How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – None to date. The first course of four has been completed.
The first Armed Forces students will begin taking the CBT lesson
beginning January 2009. The training program is expected to continue
through 2011 and beyond.
How long did it take you to complete this project? – 2,832 hours
over 22 months (this included much program spin-up time).
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – Integration of content from three aerospace
companies into a seamless CBT for the Armed Forces customer.
Development of standard templates and ground rules. Producing the
highest quality training while the Subject Matter Expert’s source
material was highly technical and ISD / English writing skills were poor.
Producing a polished and interactive CBT using basic tools, like
Articulate Prester, and combining various tools and pushing them to
their limit to produce a much more "expensive" looking product.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – Multi-company
programs require MUCH more effort in coordination and
standardization than was bid on the contract. Get samples of SME
source data, and evaluate its quality prior to bidding on the contract.
Beware of software upgrades to familiar tools that result in new failures
and instability, therby increasing production time and cost.
Communication-communication-communication, is the key to any
success.
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Serving the "Doers:"
e-Learning Design
Certificate Program at the
Community College level

Jennifer Freed
Faculty Chair, Instructional Design
Rio Salado College

Description – We determined that the e-Learning Design Certificate
program at the Community College level was needed after conducting
several focus groups from area businesses and education asking who
they would employ in their instructional design or training areas.
Overwhelmingly, members of our panels stated they wanted someone
with hands-on experience, the "doers" who could take their training
online in an effective and efficient manner. We built an e-Learning
Design Certificate Program to serve the needs of businesses and
educational institutions that already have training managers and
directors, but that still need employees who have a background in
practical e-Learning design.
Delivery Method – New Technologies (Podcast, Wiki, Blog, etc…)
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – We use a proprietary LMS called RioLearn (created under
a partnership with Microsoft and Dell Computers) for the program
delivery. Individual courses implement technologies such as Flash
animation, video, audio, Podcasts, e-Books, blogs, Wikis, social
networking (a Ning site created for students in the program), and other
such tools. We are not teaching specific technologies in our courses,
so instead we discuss the tools that are available, and have students
try free downloads of software in their course projects.
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – As of October 2, 2008, there have been 45 students
enrolled in the program (the first course was offered in July). We
anticipate this number to increase into the hundreds by the end of the
2008-2009 school year.
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How long did it take you to complete this project? – This project
took approximately a year and a half to complete. We actually used the
ADDIE model, not just in our individual course design, but also with the
design of the entire program. Our focus groups and advisory board
served for our Analysis phase (needs, goals, and learner analysis).
Rio Salado College is one of ten colleges in the Maricopa Community
College District, and so new programs must go through a district
curriculum process. Stakeholders from several disciplines, including
business, computer information science, and education were involved
in the curriculum approval process. All course competencies and
outlines had to be approved by our Governing Board before course
development could begin. This was the Design process: Designing the
individual course titles, descriptions, competencies, and outlines, as
well as their sequence and prerequisite requirements. Once the
curriculum was approved, we began developing courses.
Implementation began in July. We are currently offering the first
course in the program, and plan on rolling out the rest of the courses
with our October, January, March, and May start dates. As our courses
are offered, we will continue to go back and evaluate, review, and
revise our entire program.
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – The greatest challenge was the curriculum
process. As mentioned above, members from several disciplines had a
stake in this program, and wanted to claim pieces of it under their
discipline instructional councils. Members from the business, computer
information science, psychology, and education instructional councils
gave their feedback, and the curriculum had to be adjusted so as to not
overlap with any of their courses. Keeping a variety of stakeholders
happy, while also maintaining intact the core goals of the program, was
a challenge that we were able to overcome.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – Working with our
focus groups to research the needs of the program ahead of time was
essential. We also discovered that following the ADDIE model worked
very well for an entire program design, rather than reserving this
systematic process for individual courses.
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when the video of the avatar was playing, and the selected response
wasn't being recorded correctly. Once we determined that the radio
buttons were located inside of the mask in Flash, they were removed,
and the issue was resolved. 2.) The frame rates of the video were off,
and were fixed by matching up the video files. 3.) The video file sizes
were too large to be able to host and play the game online. This issue
was solved by compressing the video as small as possible using a
different type of encoder. All screens had to be loaded externally –
there was an issue that certain screens wouldn't load properly due to
overlap. It was solved by writing a class function to allow loading of
external Flash files and the show preloader.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – A class was
created in which to load all external files, to make loading the external
data much simpler. This class has been successfully repurposed in
other e-Learning courses Sealund has created, as it saves time on the
project.
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Artemis: Improving
Childrens' Well Being

Robert Penn
President, Suddenly Smart
Stoke on Trent City Council

Description – The Artemis project was conceived to provide a
common introduction for people who work with children in the U.K.
The learner audience includes a wide variety of roles, from teachers to
police, to foster parents, to medical staff, and many others. In the past,
several preventable tragedies occurred where children were harmed.
The Artemis project is designed to prevent such tragedies in the future,
by teaching shared values, a common language, and an understanding
of integrated working among roles and agencies.
Delivery Method – Asynchronous, New Technologies (Podcast, Wiki,
Blog, etc…)

Live for a Month: A
Budget Game

Barbara Sealund
CEO
Sealund & Associates

Description – Live for a Month was designed to provide an interactive
simulation for college students on the importance of budgeting in
school. This course demonstrates simulated decision making, verbal
feedback from an avatar, and outcomes based on student's response
to the selections provided. The result is an immediate recognition of
the consequences of budget decisions, and the steps one can take to
make adjustments to their budget in order to improve their financial
future.
Delivery Method – New Technologies (Podcast, Wiki, Blog, etc…)
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – Flash, Lectora, Dreamweaver, Maya
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – 100,000
How long did it take you to complete this project? – 1 month
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – 1.) There was a masking issue that arose

What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – Suddenly Smart's SmartBuilder is the development
platform, and NetDimensions' EKP is the LMS.
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – Up to 350,000
How long did it take you to complete this project? – Approximately
10 months
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – This was a very challenging project due to
the broad scope of content and the broad range of learner roles.
Additionally, subject matter experts were geographically dispersed
throughout the U.K. Additionally, we were new to the process of
creating e-Learning, and the approach that we took was an iterative
design approach that was very different from what we were familiar
with for developing stand-up training. Our instructional designers
continually asked us, "What will learners do with this knowledge?"
which was often difficult to answer.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – One way that
these obstacles were overcome was by conducting a series of on-site
and remote rapid prototyping workshops. These drew on the collective
wisdom of participants to brainstorm, and then iteratively revise
interactions. The process helped to build buy-in, and resulted in the
creation of meaningful content that is challenging and fun. The iterative
design process, and tight focus on "what will learners actually do with
the knowledge" could be frustrating at times. It often felt like we were
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taking one step backwards for every two steps forward. However,
looking back on the process, we now realize that this process ensured
that we "got it right" and the final product has far exceeded our
expectations.
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Advisory Checkup

Audrey Dalton & Allison Wienholt
Training Consultant
T. Rowe Price

Description – There was a new online system created for clients to
access their annual portfolios and check on their performance. The
training was designed to strengthen skills, but also to learn how to use
the online checkup from an advisor perspective. Investment Specialists
(first line reps), needed to know how it worked and functioned in order
to sell the service. The demo had several uses: as introduction before
training began for the Advisory audience, and as a training tool for the
Investment Specialists. Then, following the training rollout, we worked
with Marketing to change some wording for an external audience, and
now use the demo as "client training" and an introduction for clients
who might be interested in the Advisory Planning Service.
Delivery Method – Asynchronous, Part of a Blended Program
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – Adobe Captivate
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – About 300. And now, many customers have taken the
external Website demo.
How long did it take you to complete this project? – Due to
competing demands and other time commitments, about 2.5 months.
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – Well, this was our first major project using
Captivate. We had used Captivate to emphasize buttons or screens in
small increments on other projects, but this was the first time we used
it to demo an entire online account. So it was long; we had the
challenges of determining what we should or shouldn't emphasize,
verbiage, timing (is it too fast or slow), being realistic, not overdoing it
with the interactive buttons, and as we were recording and developing,
the computer programmers were rewriting and changing screens. So
many times, we had to go back and change or edit slides to create
continuity and account information that would make sense.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – Be clear and
direct with caption language. If you start earlier, you may have time to
work in audio, although you may think the screens and cursors move
too slowly, most people will think it's moving too fast. It's better to be
slow.
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eTeaching TIES for
Everyone!

Koichi Nakajima
Professor
Tezukayama University

Description – It has been difficult to motivate faculty members in
universities in Japan to employ an ICT innovation in the classroom
such as e-Learning. Many college teachers think that e-Learning can
not possibly be effective in teaching today's students, who seem to
lack in motivation, inspiration, and passion for learning. They argue
that a chalk and blackboard lecture is good enough, and spending time
on learning ICT skills and preparing for digital content and instructional
design take too much of their already scarce time. This is the reason
why, in 1996, we started an "eTeaching" project called TIES to directly
assist "teachers in the classroom".
Delivery Method – Synchronous, New Technologies (Podcast, Wiki,
Blog, etc…)
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – TIES is a teacher-centric “eTeaching” system with all the eLearning capabilities, plus features for assisting teachers in the
classroom. For example, its user interface is designed visually to
enable a teacher to organize her entire course at one glance, with
many features, including an easy-to-use live system. This interface
differs from typical e-Learning systems developed by commercial
vendors. And any content created by teachers is sharable to everyone
in TIES. TIES also has a feature to make a URL to any TIES content
(video, and an entire course included), so that TIES content can be
used anywhere in the Web, such as e-mail, blog, homepage, wiki, and
other e-Learning systems. Furthermore, TIES service is provided free
via ASP, to avoid management and maintenance cost of the system.
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – The system has been currently hosting the TIES
community of 69 universities (Japan (63), China (4), United States (1)
and the West Indies (1)) with 40,000 students on an ASP basis.
Sharable content has grown to be about 19,000, with 200 courses
made also available.
How long did it take you to complete this project? – We have been
working on this project for 12 years now, and our goal this year is to
increase the number of institutions participating to 100. We welcome
American universities to join us.
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – Since eTeaching is to provide real-time
assistance and backup to users in Japan and abroad, both on-line and
off-line, we are always running short of money to support the
community. Through this presentation, we are hoping to hear from the
audience about how to build a business model appropriate for our
educational program.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – We have
accumulated a wide range of experiences and knowhow, not only in
developing an e-Learning eTeaching system, but also in managing a
community for college professors and students. We can share our
knowledge and experiences with the audience.
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Qimonda Values (3.5hour WBT)
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Georgianna Marie
CEO and President
The GMarie Group

Description – In 2007, Qimonda – a world-leading DRAM company
based in Munich, Germany – developed a new performance
management system for employees spread across the globe. Qimonda
partnered with The GMarie Group to develop a 3.5-hour e-Learning
course to train employees to use the new system. All 13,000 staff
members completed the first 1-hour module, which provided an
overview of the company performance management system.
Subsequently, all managers completed the remaining three modules of
training, which offered more detailed instruction.
Delivery Method – Asynchronous, New Technologies (Podcast, Wiki,
Blog, etc…)
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – The e-Learning course was designed for a widely dispersed
audience. As a result, Qimonda and The GMarie Group chose to
develop the 3.5-hour course using Flypaper. With this new and
innovative tool, The GMarie Group was able to create impressive,
interactive content for the Web – without a Flash developer! In turn, we
were able to deliver the SCORM-compliant course to Qimonda, so they
could 1.) perform any needed maintenance to the course internally,
and 2.) translate the course into additional languages – again, without
programming skills!
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – Qimonda has 13,000 employees world-wide; all were
required to complete the first module (1 hour) of the course. In
addition, all managers were required to complete the remaining three
modules.
How long did it take you to complete this project? – The GMarie
Group was able to design and develop the 3.5-hour course in 16
weeks, using one instructional designer. The designer, who did not
have programming skills and who was a novice with the development
tool (Flypaper) at the beginning of the project, quickly and effectively
developed high-impact, interactive content for the course.
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – The GMarie Group faced two common
challenges with this project. 1.) Orienting 13,000 worldwide employees
to a change in their performance metrics. 2.) Developing an e-Learning
course in English, that could later be translated into other languages
(without heavy impact to shifts in text size, length of audio, and other
factors impacted by translated course media – and without enlisting the
help of a Flash programmer!
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – Without Flypaper,
Qimonda and The GMarie Group would have had to engage Flash
developers to re-create the course in each desired language. However,
using Flypaper, The GMarie Group was able to develop an English
version of the course using sound adult learning and instructional
systems methodology. Then, after the English course was complete,
Qimonda’s internal resources (and their native language SMEs) could
use Flypaper to translate the course into multiple languages – without
any help from Flash programmers. Flypaper enabled Qimonda to
quickly and effectively develop a Flash-based course in multiple
languages – saving time, budget and resources. At DevLearn
DemoFest, we hope to showcase our Qimonda course, and
demonstrate how it was easily adapted to multiple languages – without
programming skills!
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An environmental
awareness online course
released through
Facebook, that tracks
learner progress and
provides data to the
National Park Service

Maria Race
VP Operations
Udutu

Description – Boaters were damaging the Florida Bay, and the
National Park Conservation Association decided that online education
could help to increase awareness amongst boaters, and eventually
become a license requirement.
Delivery Method – Asynchronous, New Technologies (Podcast, Wiki,
Blog, etc…)
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – myUdutu online authoring tool, and Facebook
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – approx 12,000 per year
How long did it take you to complete this project? – Three months
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – Finding a way to open the course to the
public, and still accumulate data. Resolving bandwidth issues for
multimedia content. Course to be deployed on the Web and in Kiosks.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – 1.) The interface
had to work in both touch-screen and computer environments. 2.)
Telling the story without using too much bandwidth. 3.) Keeping it
simple and leveraging an interface (Facebook) that is already popular.
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Combat Survivor
Evader Locator CBT

Michael Young
Chief Training Technology Flight
USAF SERE School

Description – The goal of the project was to provide computer-based
learning to introduce the nomenclature and operating features of the
radio. Additional benefits sought were to decrese stand-up instructor
requirements, allowing that manpower to be directed to other training
tasks. Standardized learning delivery, maximize distribution, maximize
student engagment in the learning outcomes
Delivery Method – Part of a Blended Program
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – The product was designed in Adobe Flash and Photoshop.
Video was edited in Final Cut Pro, compressed in Apple Compression,
and then converted to Flash Video. The assets were assembled and
authored within the Adobe Flash environment.
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – 300 have completed it, and an annual student
administration of approximately 3,500 per year.
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How long did it take you to complete this project? – Four to six
months
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – Technical references were being revised
during development, which drove constant review for accuracy prior to
completion of the CBT.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – Availability of a
subject matter expert, technical references must be verified with SMEs,
and required changes must be submitted and approved before final
release of product.
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Virtual TQM Training:
Ishikawa Diagrams

David Miller
Multimedia Developer
virtualTQM

Description – This project was started to create training material
specific for corporate use of Second Life as a meetings tool. There is a
real need to be more efficient in virtual (and real) meetings, and using
the basic tools of Total Quality Management can help reach these
goals. It is a fast and approachable way to help deliver real results to
corporations wishing to maximize the effectiveness of meetings (both
in a virtual world and in real life).
Delivery Method – Asynchronous, New Technologies (Podcast, Wiki,
Blog, etc…)
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – Second Life, Fraps (real time video capture), Wavepad
(audio), and Windows MovieMaker
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – This course, and 6 others in the works, will be available
online to purchase at a very low price point ($9.95), and available for
free within Second Life. The audience potential is large.
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The Digital Home

Jack Pierce
Business Development
w/

Description – Songs, images, and movies are filling up our
computers. And now, digital home technologies are moving these
media to every room in the house. Best Buy needed to educate their
20-something, tech-geek salespeople on how to sell the right digital
home solutions to customers with differing needs.
Delivery Method – Asynchronous
What authoring tools or systems did you use to create this
project? – To create a home theater, recreation room, office, and
sales environment, we used Codebaby avatars and Google SketchUp
with its 3-D warehouse, along with original photography, all composited
in Flash.
How many "students" have taken, or will take, this program or
project? – Best Buy has some 20,000 sales people, but this course
has yet to be released.
How long did it take you to complete this project? – This project
took about four weeks to complete.
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – Production of a sales simulation always
presents some challenges, but on this project the real defining criteria
was to create a program that would ignite the interest of a young and
tech-savvy group of learners.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – With the Digital
Home project, we proved that you can create great immersive
simulations within real time and budget constraints.

How long did it take you to complete this project? – 20 hours,
including subject matter time, per course.
What problems or challenges did you have to overcome while
creating this project? – A very low budget, short development time,
and being possible to be done by one multimedia developer.
What valuable insights, lessons learned, or results did you
discover when working with these challenges? – Keep it simple,
and use the tools you have at hand. This was developed with a single
subject matter expert, and one multimedia developer.
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